Nussbaum Unique Technologies

**DG Double Joint Arms**

There are very few carrying arms which could lift the range of vehicles from a 2 door Smart Car up to a long wheelbase Mercedes Sprinter Van. Nussbaum has perfected the solution in their DG Double-jointed arms.

The double-jointed lifting arms have swivelling range from 0-1790mm and are also telescopic. Nussbaum also produce a large range of accessories to suit difficult pick up points found on vehicles such as Mercedes Sprinter Vans.

**DG Technology Products**

- Power Lift (6 Tonne 2 Post Lift)

**DG Features**

- Pick up almost any road legal vehicle up to 6 tonne GVM
- Very easy to use
- Longer arms provide much greater stability for lifting very long, heavy vehicles.
- Access to the manufacturer’s specified pick up points.

**DG Installation**

When planning the bay for a lift with DG lifting arms, clearance must be allowed around the lift for the retraction of the arms; as the arms fold back the “elbows” will protrude back beyond the posts.